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V.I.A.

™

for healthcare

Protecting Patients + Caregivers
In healthcare facilities, reducing the spread of
bacteria and viruses is a top priority. V.I.A. is
available with translucent seals and a structural
cove base to eliminate deep grooves and gaps,
creating a liquid barrier and facilitating easy and
effective cleaning. Smooth, seamless connection
points can help reduce the possibility of infection
transfer by limiting hidden spaces for germs to
live and grow.

INSIDE CORNER SEAL
HORIZONTAL SEAL
VERTICAL SEAL
STRUCTURAL COVE BASE
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Healthcare
Architecture
Redefined

Flush Skin Seals – Vertical,
Horizontal and Inside Corners

Vertical Intelligent Architecture (V.I.A.TM ) establishes functional and
secure spaces that empower clinicians to provide optimal patient care.
With acoustical privacy, patients’ personal and medical information
is protected, while integrated technology capabilities support leading
healthcare practices. V.I.A. not only defines spaces – it is quickly
deployable and offers flexibility, adaptability, safety and sustainability.

•• Act as a barrier to liquids
•• Enable effective and efficient cleaning
•• Display underlying wall color choices
by using translucent materials
•• Offer refined, clean, crisp and
monolithic design with minimal
detailing
•• Improved acoustical performance
•• Available in 120" lengths
•• Easily shipped and installed
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Structural Cove Base

Cove Base Trim

•• Although not visible, the structural
cove base supports the base trim
and wall infrastructure

•• Any cove base trim can be installed
over the structural cove base

•• Improves cleaning efficiency and
helps reduce the possibility of
infection transfer
•• Does not deface skins and allows
skin removal as needed
•• Made from laser/form sheet metal
•• Available in 75" lengths
•• Easily shipped and installed

STATEMENT OF LINE

Flush skin seal
(horizontal and vertical)

90° inside corner
flush skin seal

Length

Length

120"

Structural cove base
(straight)
120"

Length

75"

MAINTENANCE AND CARE

V.I.A. is designed to withstand the demands
of healthcare cleaning protocols. Vertical,
horizontal and inside corner seals are PVCfree and wipe clean. Follow manufacturer’s
instructions for cleaning base trims attached to
cove base.
Environmental requirements continue to
become more important in the healthcare
market. Every effort is made to ensure product
materials are healthcare appropriate (durable
and long lasting to withstand extreme usage
and harsh chemical cleaners) and still meet
environmental requirements. The product is
tested with commonly used healthcare cleaners
as well as stringent simulated uses to ensure
it will stand up to the harsh chemicals and the
rigors of a 24/7 environment.

SURFACE MATERIALS

IM#: 17-0088154

SUSTAINABILITY

Surface materials shown in brochure:

V.I.A. is made with 51% recycled content and is 50% recyclable at
the end of its long lifespan. It may contribute to LEED certification for
recycled content, regional materials, indoor environmental air quality,
furniture and medical furnishings, and sustainable purchasing.

Clear Tempered Glass
Platinum Seals
Milk Paint

To find out more, visit www.Steelcase.com/sustainability.

Anodized Aluminum
Colors are representative and may vary slightly from actual material.
For more information on these and other finishes and options, including the
full range of available laminates, visit us online and view our Specification
Guide. Additional solid surface finishes are available through the Steelcase
Health Graded-In Program.

SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold certified for indoor air quality in
North America.
Level® 3 certified to ANSI/BIFMA e3.

Call 800.333.9939 or visit SteelcaseHealth.com
facebook.com/SteelcaseHealth
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twitter.com/SteelcaseHealth

youtube.com/SteelcaseTV
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